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Abstract

This study investigates the Indonesian government’s strategies to safeguard its informal sector in Malaysia, which has experienced considerable human rights violations and exploitation. Such incidents breach both the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) and Law No. 18 of 2017 on the Indonesian migrant workers’ protection. Utilizing the pro-people foreign policy theory and the citizen protection concept, this research explores the government’s responses to these issues as a protective measure for its citizens. Employing a qualitative descriptive method, data was gathered through library studies. The findings reveal that the Indonesian government, in its bid to protect Indonesian women migrant workers in Malaysia by 2022, has publicly criticized the Malaysian government, implemented a Moratorium, and pushed for immediate bilateral meetings between the two nations. Hence, the study concludes that these efforts have positively influenced the protection of Indonesian women migrant workers in Malaysia in 2022.
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Introduction

Due to Indonesia’s large population and low employment opportunities, the government of Indonesia has moved its informal sector workers abroad. Because of their limited education and experience, Indonesians often prefer to work overseas to fill employment gaps. This is known as employment migration in Indonesia. In order to reduce unemployment in Indonesia, the Indonesian government has therefore decided to send Indonesian Women Migrant Workers, who can also contribute in the form of national currency. The Law Number 18 of 2018 contains a definition of the word “migrant worker” (Indonesian Women Migrant Workers). Indonesian Women Migrant Workers candidate is defined by the law as any member of the Indonesian labor force who meets the requirements to be an employee who will work overseas and who has registered with the districts, cities, and government offices in charge of that employment. Any Indonesian person who will, is, or has previously worked for pay on Indonesian soil is referred to as an Indonesian Women Migrant Workers. The low level of education of Indonesian women’s migrant workers makes it difficult for the Indonesian government’s plan to send them to the unorganized sector abroad where they can work in the informal sector. State money may also be added by sending Indonesian Women Migrant Workers to the overseas informal economy (Qobulsyah, 2013). The high population in the Republic of Indonesia has an impact on the availability of employment. The high rate of unemployment and poverty in Indonesia is
required by the law of the state to ensure survival and employment. As stipulated in Article 27 Paragraph 2 of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia, “every citizen has the right to a decent job and livelihood”. According to Indonesia Central Statistics Agency, in March 2022, the poverty percentage in Indonesia reached 9.54 and 6.49 percent of unemployment in August 2021, that’s why women are Indonesian Women Migrant Workers (Gunawan, 2022). It is highly challenging to be a Indonesian Women Migrant Workers, but it is a rewarding career. Indonesian Women Migrant Workers are responsible for assisting individuals, families, and groups of people to cope with problems they are fronting to improve their patients’ lives (Aliyu et al., 2017).

The Indonesian Women Migrant Workers target countries are mainly countries in Southeast Asia, East Asia as well as the Middle East. Many of the difficulties produced by Indonesian Women Migrant Workers in the Middle East nations so that the government has made policies to limit Indonesian Women Migrant Workers placement in Middle Eastern countries, which has resulted. The increase in Indonesian Women Migrant Workers placement in Asian countries. The increasing interest of Indonesian Women Migrant Workers in working in Asian countries is driven by the information they obtain related to legal protection in those countries is already better than countries in the Middle East. The Asian countries, including Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Malaysia, are countries that in recent years have become the main target of Indonesian Women Migrant Workers to complain about fate. Based on Indonesian Migrant Workers placement data for 2021, a total of 72,624 people were recorded including 16,809 formal and 55,815 informal Indonesian Migrant Workers. Informal Indonesian Migrant Workers placement exceeds 75 percent, the majority of Indonesian Migrant Workers sent abroad is informal, while based on gender, its composition is male Indonesian Migrant Workers as much 8,769 people and a Indonesian Migrant Workers of 63,855 women. The countries with the most Indonesian Migrant Workers placement in July 2022 are Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Malaysia. Various attractions are offered by the three largest Indonesian Migrant Workers placement countries: Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Malaysia.
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**Figure 1.** Network Visualization Migrant Workers in Malaysia

*Source: (Sudarmanto, 2022).*

Indonesia and Malaysia have a crucial and complex bilateral relationship. This relationship has existed for a long time since both countries became independent in the mid-20th century. These countries have much similarity in terms of culture, history, religion, and language. However, despite having many similarities, they also differ in
several ways, such as the political, economic, and legal systems. As neighboring countries that are close to each other in Southeast Asia, Indonesia and Malaysia have many common and interrelated interests (Nidatya et al., 2023). Malaysia accepts the use of migrant labor from countries like Indonesia, Bangladesh, the Philippines, India, and Vietnam to fill labor demand in the country’s informal sectors, which began in Malaysia. The majority of foreign employees in Malaysia are Indonesian, and they have a long history of doing so. In an effort to lessen the economic gaps between Malaysians and ethnic Chinese, Malaysia implemented a "New Economic Policy" in 1971 that aggressively promoted export-oriented industrialization and public sector expansion. This was done to fill the sectoral labor shortages caused by Malaysian economic policies. Due to this legislation, there are more job openings in the city and a significant influx of villagers from Malaysia. Additionally, as a result of industrial development, there is a greater need for labor in the manufacturing and construction industries than can be filled by domestic workers. Labor shortages in the agriculture industry and the strong demand for domestic workers among the expanding middle class sped up the surge of immigrant labor up until the early 1980s.

Malaysia serves as a favoured location for migrant female labourers originating from Indonesia. There are several factors contributing to Malaysia's status as a destination country for Indonesian women migrant workers, one of which is the geographical proximity between Indonesia and Malaysia. This will have to do with relatively simple, affordable, and quick transportation. This facility has a connection to the available air and maritime transportation. Additionally, the availability of adequate transit supports both travel options. The weather in the nation is influenced by another geographic aspect. There are only two seasons, rainy and solely rainy, making the weather of Malaysia and Indonesia very similar. The majority of Indonesian Women Migrant Workers take the weather into account. They believe that choosing locations where the weather is hot, such as the Middle East, is wise.

Additionally, Malaysia's appeal as a destination for Indonesian migrant workers in the informal sector is influenced by cultural considerations. There aren't many cultural differences between Malaysia and Indonesia. There is a common language, the Malay language, in particular. Compared to other Indonesian Women Migrant Workers target nations like Saudi Arabia, Taiwan, and Hong Kong, it is different. The nation speaks a language that is significantly unlike to Indonesian. Language equality has started to influence Indonesian Women Migrant Workers decision to choose Malaysia as a workplace. These cultural parallels also make it simpler for Indonesian Women Migrant Workers to adjust to the new environment rapidly. This is due to the fact that language has the ability to hasten a person's rapid adaptation to a new environment. Communication can be directly understood when speaking the same language. Next, religious fellowship is a further consideration. Malaysia's population is overwhelmingly Muslim. The Qur'an and Sunnah have similar relationships. The ease with which Indonesian migrant workers can practice their religion at home and in public spaces is another element (Pasetia, 2012).

The incidence of violence experienced by Indonesian women migrants is likely to rise in tandem with the growing deployment of female labourers in the informal sector to different countries. This also applies to Malaysia's informal economy, when Indonesian Women Migrant Workers may be exploited, tortured, or have their salaries withheld, among other issues. On April 1st, 2022, the governments of Malaysia and Indonesia agreed to a Memorandum of Understanding to lessen the issue. President Joko Widodo and Malaysian Prime Minister (PM) Ismail Sabri bin Yaakob were present
as the MoU was signed at Jakarta's Merdeka Palace. The Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) is a document that commits Malaysia and Indonesia to using the One Channel System for Indonesian Women Migrant Workers recruiting (Kementerian Luar Negeri Republik Indonesia, 2022). However, by altering the old Indonesian Women Migrant Workers recruiting system without an agreement with Indonesia, the Malaysian government has contravened the Indonesian Women Migrant Workers recruitment procedure that has been made a clause in the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU). Indonesia reacted by imposing a moratorium (temporary stoppage) and making some steps to safeguard Indonesian migrant workers employed in Malaysia’s informal sector as a result of Malaysia’s violations of the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) reached on April 1st, 2022. This article seeks to clarify the Indonesian government’s initiatives to safeguard Malaysia’s unofficial economy.

This article uses Pro-People Foreign Policy Theory and Citizen Protection Concept. There are three sections to the subject of pro-people foreign policy. The first is Indonesia's foreign policy. Second, a pro-people foreign policy will be implemented with organizational and structural components. The third is the implementation of pro-people diplomacy, which is a manifestation of a people-centered foreign policy. Since gaining its independence in 1945, Indonesia has based its foreign policy on the goals outlined in the Opening of the UUD 1945, which the government is obligated to carry out through the use of its employees, ministers, and departments. The goal is to "protect the entire Indonesian people and all Indonesian bloodshed, and to advance the common good, to enlighten national life, as well as to participate in the establishment of a world order based on freedom, eternal peace, and social justice." The need of safeguarding the entire country and giving its inhabitants a sense of security is also emphasized by foreign policy. According to the new paradigm, case management involves more than just how many cases are handled; it also involves being proactive rather than reactive, as well as how the head's supporting tools are arranged. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ structure demonstrates how the framework has been reinforced to promote Pro-People Foreign Policy.

The execution of Pro-People Foreign Policy, in Bunyan’s opinion (2017), genuinely refers to the diplomatic role of reporting, negotiating, protecting, and advancing. Serving citizens who are overseas or who are traveling abroad is one of these functions that is most intimately tied to people. Pro-People Foreign Policy is the application of a people-focused foreign policy carried out by the government through a number of initiatives. Based on the conceptual framework for defending Indonesian migrant workers in Malaysia through foreign policy, the Pro-People Foreign Policy model was created. The model is also useful for researching Indonesian foreign policy in general. The principles of environmental policy, policy background, policy structure, policy actors, policy processes, and policy outcomes serve as the foundation for this approach. Jerel A. Rosati’s (1981) model of links between the components of decision-making at each stage served as the conceptual foundation for this modeling. Additionally, James N. Rosenau's (1981) conceptual approach on foreign policy is used, and Gustavsson (1999) provided the model that mentions both home and foreign concerns.

Foreign policy-making can be broken down into two stages: formulation and implementation. The defense of the WNI abroad, which subsequently translates as "people's diplomacy," was part of Ministry of Foreign Affairs early translation of what would ultimately become the government of Joko Widodo. The Joko Widodo administration’s approach of formulation started with the implementation of
Indonesian national interests. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs then provided a detailed translation while the policy was still being developed. This description, known as Pro-People Foreign Policy, demonstrates how the Joko Widodo administration exerts pressure on policymakers to prioritize the interests of the people both at home and abroad. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has diplomats stationed in Malaysia throughout the implementation phase. It is clear from the field talks that when foreign policy formulation is created as Pro-People Foreign Policy, the implementation includes the service and protection of Indonesian citizens and the Indonesian Legal Body. Ministry of Foreign Affairs has organized the program from a national priority into a strategic target program, with a focus on safeguarding Indonesian individuals and the Indonesia Law Agency. One of the goals of the Indonesian government is this strategic purpose. Retno Marsudi, the minister of foreign affairs, has given particular attention to the strategic goal of positioning protection for Indonesian people.

Pro-People Foreign Policy is a manifestation of the state’s presence in the protection of citizens, it is constantly expressed in numerous foreign policy declarations. The appropriate organizational frameworks within the Directorate-General for Consular and Consular Protection then support this policy. Following this concept, foreign policy became a factor in shaping both the domestic and global environments. It contributed to the domestic labor delivery policy in a number of situations involving the protection of Indonesian nationals in Malaysia. In addition to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, other domestic agencies including the Ministry for Labour and Indonesian Migrant Worker Protection Agency are also responsible for this. The appraisal of the domestic and international environments will become apparent after Pro-People Foreign Policy is put into practice and monitored. The policy context that will be applied by the structure that makes policies is then revealed by this environment. As long as the policy is used to make adjustments or improvements, such entries will remain in effect (Setiawan, 2019).

Preventing something from something harmful or more detrimental, which could be an interest or thing or object, is the general definition of protection. Protection can also refer to advice that is offered to someone who is weaker than another (Hadjon, 1988). From the standpoint of international law, citizen protection presumes that the person has a nationality. In exceptional instances, notably when traveling abroad, conservatives can receive aid from the state. It should be underlined that access to justice is frequently impeded by a foreign national’s legal situation, necessitating the “guard” of the nation in which he is a citizen to help remove the obstacle. A state’s ability to defend the rights of people or organizations that have been affected by another nation’s violations of international law is known as diplomatic protection. According to the first point of view, theoretically, the moratorium policy is a sort of diplomatic protection, and the state agency is authorized to take action to safeguard the rights and interests of its residents overseas. The justification for using the power to intervene and safeguard citizens overseas is the violation of those citizens’ rights. A moratorium is defined as the action taken by the State’s authorities, in conformity with international law and local law, to safeguard its nationals when their legal rights and interests are violated while they are abroad (Duc, 2020).

The Pro-People Foreign Policy Theory and the Citizen Protection Concept are used by the author in this essay because they are pertinent to the issues the Malaysian informal sector faces and since the moratorium policy is imposed as a kind of protection for that sector. Pro-People Foreign Policy refers to the nation’s citizens who are having issues abroad, so taking into account the challenges the Malaysian informal
sector has, this foreign policy is on the side of the people. The idea of citizen protection also safeguards those who are exposed to dangers in their country. This is consistent with the Indonesian government’s imposition of a Moratorium Policy in 2022 as a measure to protect its citizens because the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) in 2022 was ineffective, as demonstrated by Malaysia’s violations, including its decision to replace the One Channel System with the Maid Online System without Indonesia’s consent, which led to an increase in the exploitation of the informal sector. Thus, the use of the Citizen Protection Concept and the Pro-People Foreign Policy Theory will be very helpful in analyzing the efforts made by the Indonesian government to protect Indonesia's informal migrant workers in Malaysia as a form of actions to protect its citizens from all the problems faced by Indonesia women's migrant workers in the Informal Sector.

Figure 2. Network Visualization Migrant Workers in Malaysia
Source: Processed from the Scopus Database to VosViewer

Figure 2 presents an analysis of the current research on the topic being investigated. The data is organized into distinct clusters, each represented by a different color, to highlight the main subjects. The red cluster focuses on commonly discussed topics concerning the entre/periphery dichotomy, implicated readers, and the survivors. Cluster 2 encompasses subjects such as doctoral study, challenges, and the experiences of natives living abroad. Cluster 3 explores themes related to refugees, the right to health, and migrant health. Cluster 4 delves into topics like migrants, ASEAN, and Covid-19. The Purple Cluster specifically represents the issue of Migrant Workers. However, it is crucial to acknowledge that this single topic alone does not fully elucidate the complexities of the challenges faced by Migrant Workers in Malaysia. Therefore, this research makes a valuable contribution by shedding light on the specific problems encountered by Migrant Workers in Malaysia.

Research Methods

The researchers employed a qualitative research methodology in their study. Qualitative research is a methodological technique that centres on the examination of social phenomena through the exploration of interconnected dimensions, including temporal, spatial, actor-related, and phenomenological features. (Satori & Komariah, 2013). To complete the data, the authors use library research data collection techniques using secondary data collected from libraries, journals, books, articles, electronic media,
and websites which will then be integrated into data to be classified and then compiled, summarized, analyzed and concluded according to the problem of the article under study.

Results and Discussion
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between Indonesia and Malaysia in 2022

Collaboration is a type of social contact that takes place between people or groups of people in order to achieve one or more shared objectives. Cooperation, in the opinion of Charles H. Cooley, begins when individuals recognize that they have common interests and that they also have the self-awareness and knowledge to pursue those goals (Soekanto, 2006). In this instance, Indonesia and Malaysia established a partnership with the goal of lowering the exploited Indonesian Women Migrant Workers. A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) governs how Indonesia and Malaysia will cooperate. There are many ways to translate the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) into Indonesian, including “notice of agreement”, “nota of understanding”, “cooperation agreement”, and “preliminary agreement”. It might be referred to as a “statement of consent”, “letters of agreement,” or “letter of intent” in English. Several publications define MoU differently, with Black's Law Dictionary being one of them: “A written statement detailing the preliminary understanding of parties who plan to enter into a contract or some other agreement; non-committal writing preliminary to a contract. A letter of intent is not meant to be binding and does not hinder the parties from bargaining with a third party. Business people typically mean not to be bound by a letter of intent, and courts ordinarily do not enforce one, but courts occasionally find that a commitment has been made”

A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) is, therefore, generally speaking, an agreement between the parties to negotiate in order to reach a settlement at a later time, when unclear circumstances have been feasible. What is written in the MoU script is a declaration that both parties have, in theory, comprehended and will act in line with the terms of the MoU. It is clear from the aforementioned remarks that I am discussing the following:

1. A MoU is a tentative alliance.
2. Only trees are contained in the content/content of the MOU's material.
3. The MoU is only in effect for a limited period of time.
4. There is no requirement for explicit commitments to be made in MOU’s, which are typically not formally made.
5. Because there are still lingering ambiguities between the parties, the MoU was created to prevent cancellation issues (Munawaroh, 2022).

A memorandum of understanding (MoU) is a legal document that one party (a legal subject) uses to inform the other party of its intentions about whatever it has to offer or already owns. A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) is typically created to establish a legal relationship. For example, one party may write a letter with a will addressed to the other party, and the other party may use that letter as the basis for a letter of intent to demonstrate its own intentions. Additionally, it is consistent with the MoU’s objectives as described by Iowa State University, namely: “The purpose of establishing a process for resolving issues involving the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is to provide a method of open communication and early resolution of issues. Parties should have equal interest in reaching resolution in a timely and efficient manner. Sometimes the current issue is not necessarily the real source of the issue. Designating a system of standardized process for resolution tends to create
more consistency and objectivity”. The new MoU is a principle agreement when delivered in writing, so it has not yet been able to give rise to a formal relationship. As a result, the written MoU established a new foundation upon which to build future legal ties and agreements. The Governments of Indonesia and Malaysia have committed a legal act with the signing of the Memorandum of Understanding or MoU on the Placement and Protection of Indonesian Migrant Workers in the Domestic Sector in Malaysia on 1st April 2022. This legal act is essentially a preliminary agreement that regulates and gives both countries the opportunity to conduct an eligibility study before making a more detailed and binding agreement between the two co The agreement or memorandum of understanding that the two nations agreed upon and signed has been appropriately implemented in order to sustain long-standing bilateral relations (Permana, 2022).

Malaysian Prime Minister Dato’ Sri Ismail Sabri Yaakob paid Indonesian President Joko Widodo a working visit on April 1st, 2022, at Jakarta's Merdeka Palace. Minister of Foreign Affairs Retno Marsudi, Cabinet Secretary Pramono Anung, Minister of Law and Human Rights Yasonna Laoly, and Minister of Labour Ida Fauziyah represented Indonesia at the meeting. The head of Annuar Haji Musa, the Malaysian Minister of Village Development Dato’ Seri Mahdzir bin Kholid, the Malaysian Minister of Human Resources Dato’ Sri M. Saravanan, the Minister of Communications and Multimedia Tan Sri Dato’ Sari, and the Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs Dato’ Kamarudin Jaffar all attended the event. President Jokowi and Prime Minister Ismail Sabri Yaakob entered the Credencial Room following the identification of each delegation to take a group photo and sign the guest book. The two presidents then held a discussion on the terrace of the Merdeka Palace in Jakarta's back door. This time, the two nations will sign an employment-related memorandum of understanding (MoU) during the visit of the Malaysian prime minister. The Malaysian Minister of Human Resources, Dato’ Sri M. Saravanan, and the Indonesian Minister of Labor, Ida Fauziyah, will sign the document (RI, 2022).

The use of a one-channel system or one-Channel system as a recruitment system is regulated by the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between the two nations up to supervision. The chief of state determined that using this approach would give Indonesian migrant workers (Indonesian Women Migrant Workers) the best possible protection. It is anticipated that the agreement outlined in the MOU would be carried out successfully in practice. The newly signed Memorandum of Understanding will ensure all recruitment and protection procedures for Indonesian Women Migrant Workers Indonesia in Malaysia, according to Prime Minister Ismail Sabri. In Article 3 and Appendix C of the Notice of Undertaking (MOU) on the Placement and Protection of Indonesian Migrant Workers in the Domestic Sector in Malaysia, the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between Indonesia and Malaysia addresses the Indonesian Women Migrant Workers recruitment system known as the One Channel System. It was stipulated in the agreement of understanding, specifically in Article 3 and Appendix C, that the One Channel System would be used to place domestic migrant workers from Indonesia in Malaysia. The only legal method for bringing domestic migrant labor from Indonesia to Malaysia became this system. Three parties Indonesian Women Migrant Workers candidates, employers, and distributor agents in both Indonesia and Malaysia, exchange data through the One Channel System. It is asserted that the One Channel System has stringent measures, particularly for parties that conduct recruitment outside of this system. The One Channel System's benefit is that it prevents individuals who do not participate from having their applications processed (including Indonesian Women
Migrant Workers, employers, and distribution agents that operate in both Malaysia and Indonesia. This helps to prevent the abuse of migrant workers who are Indonesian women.

**Malaysia violates Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)**

After three months, the Indonesian government, specifically the Embassy of the Republic of Indonesia in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, realized that the Malaysian government was not implementing the regulations agreed upon in the MoU. With a firm attitude, Hermono immediately imposed a moratorium on sending Indonesian workers to Malaysia. The Indonesian ambassador in Kuala Lumpur expressed disappointment with Malaysia, which appears to have underestimated the MoU attended by two heads of state (Clarissa et al., 2023).

In Article 3 and Appendix C of their Memorandum of Understanding (MoU), Indonesia and Malaysia agreed that a single channel, or “One Channel System”. would be used to place domestic migrant workers from Indonesia in Malaysia. Malaysia, however, is in violation of the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) that Indonesia and Malaysia have committed to. Without Indonesia's consent, the one-channel system that eventually became the exclusive Indonesian Women Migrant Workers recruitment mechanism was replaced with a new one. With the Maid Online System (SMO), the Malaysian government has established a covert system for hiring migrant workers from Indonesia. SMO is a method of migrant worker recruitment that goes beyond the terms of the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU). This isn't in line with the One Channel System-based terms of the MoU that the parties have jointly signed. Additionally, the Malaysian Maid Online System (SMO) has never received approval from Indonesia’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Malaysia previously used the technique to Indonesian Women Migrant Workers recruit migrant workers from Indonesia. The claim made by the Malaysian side that Indonesia has consented to connect the One Channel System (OCS) with the Maid Online System (SMO) is untrue, according to Indonesia's Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Director of WNI Protection and Indonesian Legal Agency (BHI).

According to the protocols, which in this case include the creation of employment contracts and documentation as well as the training process, the Maid Online System will disregard the Indonesian Women Migrant Workers leaving process. Therefore, Indonesian Women Migrant Workers positions will be open to exploitation when Indonesian Women Migrant Workers enter Malaysia on travel visas that have been converted to work visas (Karina, 2022).

Additionally, the Law Number 18 of 2017 on the Protection of Indonesian Migrant Workers is violated by the Maid Online System (SMO)'s existence. Malaysia’s actions unmistakably show that it is not abiding by the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) that has been reached with Indonesia. With its continued operation, the Maid Online System (SMO) has had a negative impact, and the impact on Malaysia’s unorganized sector is increasingly being exploited. Indonesian migrant workers in Malaysia’s informal economy face numerous issues in addition to exploitation. As can be seen from the data, Malaysia received the most complaints in March 2022, totaling 61.
### Table 1. Compare the Number of Complaints about the Problem of Migrant Workers Women Indonesia Informal Sector in Five Countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Number of Complaints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>61 complaints (35 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>23 complaints (13 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>22 complaints (12.5 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>13 complaints (7.5 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>11 complaints (6.2 %)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** (BP2MI, 2022)

In 2022, 250 Indonesian migrant workers in the informal sector in Malaysia were returned to Indonesia for several reasons, such as: illegal status, overstay, drugs, illness, even criminal activity (Kadir, 2022). The Sovereign Migrant Labour Coalition also stated that by 2022, numerous Indonesian Women Migrant Workers have passed away in jail cells. According to The Sovereign Migrant Labour Coalition study, 149 Indonesian Women Migrant Workers died away at 5 immigration detention facilities in Sabah, Malaysia (Wahyu, 2022). A total of 190 Indonesian Women Migrant Workers out of 3,200 kids would be expelled from Malaysia in 2022. The head of the Indonesian Migrant Workers Protection Agency (BP2MI), Benny Rhamdani, personally picked up 190 Indonesian Women Migrant Workers in Malaysia and brought them back to Indonesia. This happened at Tangerang’s Soekarno-Hatta International Airport. Many issues, including persecution, exploitation, and victims of human trafficking, lead to Indonesian Women Migrant Workers being recalled (Ma’arif, 2022). The unpaid Indonesian Women Migrant Workers wage is an additional incident that happens in Malaysia's informal economy. According to Judha Nugraha, Director of Civil Protection of Indonesia and the Indonesian Legal Body of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Indonesia, 16 Indonesian Women Migrant Workers had their wages unpaid from February to March 2022, saving us 1.1 billion rupiah (Shalimar, 2022).

**Indonesian diplomacy to make Malaysia re-obey Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)**

The Indonesian government did not remain silent in the face of Malaysia's breaches. In response to Malaysia's transgressions, the Indonesian government took action and launched a number of diplomatic initiatives to persuade Malaysia to adhere to the One Channel System once more. The response and actions taken by Indonesia are intended to protect its population, particularly from Malaysia's misuse of the Maid Online System against the unorganized sector. Some reactions and efforts made by the Indonesian government to make Malaysia use the One Channel System, among others:

1. Malaysia has come under fire from Indonesia in response. This is due to Indonesia's perception that Indonesia has an interest in sending Indonesian migrant workers to Malaysia's unregulated industries in order to lower unemployment and strengthen the country's currency. Indonesia, however, dared to fault Malaysia. For instance, Malaysia will lose its informal sector of Indonesian migrant workers if it refuses to follow the agreement that has been reached, notably the One Channel System in the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU). This will be a dilemma for Malaysia because the country's informal economy is in desperate need of migrant labor from Indonesia (Ris, 2022). According to Hermono, the Indonesian ambassador to Malaysia, Malaysia need between 1.1 and 1.2 million migrant workers. The main source of migrant workers from Malaysia has been Indonesia. In the unorganized sector, migrant Indonesian workers play a key role. The Indonesian Ambassador
(Harmono) in Kuala Lumpur verbally accused the person in question of the charge. Speech by the Indonesian Ambassador in Kuala Lumpur: “Apa gunanya menandatangani MoU ini di depan presiden saya jika tidak dihormati?”, Soalnya sederhana, MoU yang ditandatangani harus dihormati, apalagi melibatkan dua negara terkait, sebenarnya semua informasi dan detail tentang kesepakatan itu tertuang dalam MoU”, dan Kalau tidak setuju, putus saja (batal), Anda bisa menulis surat untuk membatalkan perjanjian, serahkan ke kedutaan dan kami akan sampaikan ke pemerintah, tidak masalah” (Yunuar, 2022).

2. The Malaysian government has been charged with imposing a moratorium (temporary suspension) on the supply of Indonesian Women Migrant Workers to Malaysia's unregulated labor market. The Latin word "morari" (which means "delay") is the source of the Indonesian word "moratorium," which is said to signify "moratorium." A moratorium is a period of time during which certain actions are prohibited. Another definition of a moratorium is a period of time during which a legal duty or debt payment is postponed. A moratorium can also be thought of as a pause in action ordered by the government (Webster, 2011). In the context of international law, a moratorium is a delay or suspension of an action that takes into account the importance of cooperation and compromise in international relations and serves as a "yes" or "no" option. Moratoria have qualities that can offer highly applicable answers to challenging and complex issues. In other words, when faced with a dilemma, legislators and attorneys should seriously consider a moratorium as a possible solution.

In theory, a moratorium can only be started and ended if it has been formally created by a body or bodies who are qualified to do so. In reality, there are a number of circumstances that call for the imposition of a moratorium, including:

• Agreement: States may impose a legally binding moratorium through bilateral or multilateral agreements. The subject matter of the agreement granted by the Moratorium can be categorized into other groups, such as: furtherance of claims, due rights and obligations, and specific activities.

• International resolutions or declarations: Moratorium may be made through declarations or resolutions of international organizations or international meetings.

• Unilateral acts: Moratorium can be carried out with unilateral action. Moratorium is divided into two categories: voluntary commitment and unilateral suspension of discharge obligations (Yin, 2012).

President Joko Widodo finally made the decision to halt Indonesian Women Migrant Workers deliveries to Malaysia because Malaysia had violated the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) of 2022 by using the One Channel System to recruit Indonesian women as migrant workers to the Maid Online System without Indonesia's permission. KBRI Kuala Lumpur has formally filed the decision to halt domestic sector Indonesian Women Migrant Workers to the Malaysian Ministry of Human Resources (Teguh Firsmansyah, 2022). On July 13th, 2022, Indonesia announced a moratorium on Indonesian Women Migrant Workers to Malaysia in all industries. In the past, Indonesian domestic workers were being promoted on social media by free recruitment agencies. One of the points in the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between Indonesia and Malaysia about the placement and protection of Indonesian Women Migrant Workers in the domestic sector was neglected, which is the foundation of this issue. The policy to halt the distribution of Indonesian Women Migrant Workers was in place until there was a promise from
Malaysia to stop hiring domestic helpers through the Maid Online System (SMO), according to Hermono, the Indonesian ambassador to Malaysia (Sos & Junaidi, 2022). According to the rules of the moratorium on the point agreement, the State may establish a legally enforceable Moratory through bilateral or multilateral agreements. Based on the violations made by Malaysia, the Moratorium may be put into effect. The conditions of the agreement made possible by the moratorium in 2022 can be divided into three categories: due rights and obligations (rights and duties), furthering of claims (continuation of disputed claims), and specific activities. Additionally, the moratorium that will take effect in 2022 is also based on unilateral acts, whereby the moratorium may be implemented through the category of unilateral suspension of discharge duties.

3. The Indonesian government demanded that the two nations meet bilaterally right away to find a solution to the issue. In order to reinstate Malaysia to the one-channel system, which has since become the terms of the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU), the Indonesian government requests a bilateral meeting (Karina, 2022). Because opposition Malaysian parliamentarian Lim Guan Eng urged Prime Minister Datuk Seri Ismail Sabri Yaakob to take direct control of bilateral talks with Indonesia in order to advance Malaysian national interests, Indonesia’s efforts to request a meeting with Malaysia were successful. Malaysia is experiencing a labor shortage due to the embargo. In addition, a number of industries that significantly rely on migrant labor are anticipated to spearhead Malaysia’s post-pandemic economic recovery, according to Lim Guan Eng. Malaysia also urgently needs the bilateral meeting in order to strengthen ties with Indonesia and assist its own economic growth in order to combat the current global economic slowdown. Malaysia is working to find a solution to this issue.

To sum up, the Indonesian authorities have reacted and instigated diplomatic procedures in response to Malaysia’s transgressions and to safeguard its citizens from abuse through the Maid Online System. These infringements led to a pause on deploying Indonesian female migrant workers to Malaysia, which can be legalized via bilateral or multi-venue agreements. President Joko Widodo suspended the dispatch of migrant labor until Malaysia agrees to discontinue the use of the Maid Online System without permission. In addition, Indonesia has called for a bilateral discussion with Malaysia to devise a solution and reestablish the single-channel method described in the agreement. Malaysia admits the conference’s necessity to tackle its labor shortage and bolster its economic rebound. Both nations are diligently working towards resolving the dispute.

**Conclusion**

Some of the government of Indonesia’s initiatives to safeguard Indonesian Women Migrant Workers in Malaysia have been successful. Giving verbal complaints to the Malaysian government, imposing a moratorium (temporary cessation) so that the Malaysian government can self-introspection, and encouraging bilateral meetings to find solutions to Malaysia’s problems with the informal sector are some of the steps the Indonesian government has taken to protect its citizens. The return of the informal sector of Indonesia’s migrant workers to Malaysia on August 1st, 2022, was the result of the three initiatives made by the Indonesian government. By involving appropriate institutions/departments in their respective governments, both sides have undertaken
to take all necessary measures to ensure that the rules and processes agreed upon, as set forth in the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU), in 2022, are completely complied with by all parties. After the governments of Indonesia and Malaysia agreed to a Joint Statement on the implementation of the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on the Placement and Protection of Indonesian Migrant Workers in the Domestic Sector in Malaysia, the agreement became operative. Based on Malaysia’s need for labor from Indonesia, the informal sector of migrant laborers from Indonesia has returned to Malaysia. Additionally, Indonesian workers are preferred in Malaysia because they are more courteous, tenacious, and share many cultural and religious traits with the country. In order to uphold its obligations under the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU), Malaysia likewise ceased operating the Maid Online System (SMO) and switched back to the One Channel System.
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